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Key Selling Points
Cool crochet is having a contemporary revival, making this book perfect for the TikTok generation
Rose's designs are beloved by crochet enthusiasts around the world including Maddie Ziegler, Emma Chamberlain and Meadow Walker
Ilex's own You Will Be Able to Crochet by the End of This Book has sold more than 81,000 copies around the world.

Description
Contemporary crochet star Rose Svane will teach you how to crochet your own cool clothes, accessories and Scandi homeware.
With a calm, creative vibe, this is the perfect guide for complete beginners, and those who've already caught the crochet bug. Start with a crash-
course in the key skills, then move on to 15 stunning step-by-step projects, from a tote bag and a bucket hat, to a plant basket and a cute bikini. 
Once you've got to grips with the techniques, you'll find that crochet can be a very mindful practice, and you'll soon have an essential new 
calming and creative outlet.
In just a couple of years, crochet designer and author Rose Svane has created a global business whose customers count influencers Emma 
Chamberlain, Maddie Ziegler, and Meadow Walker. Her designs have been featured in Cosmopolitan and copied by people all over the world.

About the Author
Rose Svane began crocheting four years ago and started posting her creations on Instagram, where she now has a community of over 76k 
followers. Her creations were spotted by Emma Chamberlain who bought a bag, posting about it to her 16m followers.
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